


Mission 
Our mission is to provide a peace of mind for our customers for safekeeping 
their valuables inside our safes. In return the trust given to us is a very 
important element to keep us passionate about the business that we are in 
and continuously creating and innovating safer and newer ways to safekeep 
valuables be it at home, office or even factories.

Our Story 
APS Safe started as a modest office equipment dealership in the heart of 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Just around 40 years ago, Kuala Lumpur is the 
operation center for every company in Malaysia not to mention government 
offices too. Electronic banking was not a thing back then and our founder 
saw the lack of safety equipment to store valuable documents, currency 
and also personal belongings. We started importing safes from Japan as the 
industrialization of Malaysia was heavily relying on Japanese companies. The 
demand grew and we even imported safes from other parts of the world and 
slowly evolved from a general office equipment dealership to a specialized 
store for safety vaults. 

As time goes by, the demand for safety box has spread even to home users. 
Demanding the similar standards from a safety box that protects their 
valuables in their office to be made available at the comfort and privacy 
at their home. Through time there were more demand coming from many 
other sectors who demands for personal safety equipment such as safes. Our 
imports were then limited by choices back then as most of the designs were 
heavily curated for commercial sectors. There weren’t many designs that was 
made specifically for home users. Thus, our founder decided to create the 
brand we see today which is APS Safe. We were operating from a humble 
light industry factory around Gombak area and quickly move to Subang due 
to limitation of size and production capacity within 10 years of its inception.

Fast forward to current era, APS is now operating all its production, R&D, 
warehousing in a 57,000 square feet plant in Klang, Selangor, Malaysia. Being 
an industry player that is constantly innovating the way safes are made 
traditionally to something more suited for current generation. We invested 
in a full powder coating paint line system to keep up with the constant 
demand for newer production method and thus relieving the reliance on a 
traditional hand painted method. APS is also the only company in Malaysia 
that uses powder coating system for finishing. Boasting an 800 feet length 
powder coating machine. You can be very certain the quality of our finishing 
is consistent to your expectation.

We stand firm to our roots growing from a consumer market product. We 
would also like to thank our customers who has given us much feedback for 
our improvements and brought us to where we are today and will always 
have an ear to keep our products relevant for generations to come.



Continous verticle rebate door 
system. Encased with solid concrete 

to aid the 3 way boly system to 
ensure the door stays where it is 
supposed to be during an attack.

3 wheel combination lock product feature. 
Solid steel latch. Die cast alloy spindle.
1 million possible combination

Die cast solid 
Aluminium alloy hinges

Strengthen with 
titanium

3 way locking bars to maximise contact area 
to ensure the door stays shut when attacked 
at multiple points

Epoxy powder coated textured paint. 
High gloss finish to prevent dust build up 
and scratch resistant. Will hold up even in 
corrosive environments such as shore areas



Home
Series

SS1

We all know the difficulty of finding things 
when we needed it the most. APS Home 
Series, tackles this problem by allowing 
its users to place all their valuables in a 
small compact storage made specifically 
to home users. The design should blend in 
with most of furniture’s we have today so 
it will turn into a luxury piece of furniture 
in addition to your home instead of 
traditional looking safety equipment.

SS2 SS3



SS1

Technical Specifications
External Dimension : 388 X 512 X 465
Internal Dimension : 248 X 369 X 278
Weight : 145 kg
Lock : KCL / KCL & KCL

MODEL

Home Series



SS2

Technical Specifications
External Dimension : 565 X 480 X 504
Internal Dimension : 337 X 338 X 362
Weight : 220 kg
Lock : KCL & KCL

Home Series

MODEL



Home Series

SS3

Technical Specifications
External Dimension : 660 X 480 X 504
Internal Dimension : 418 X 338 X 362
Weight : 235 kg
Lock : KCL & KCL

MODEL



TS1 TS2

Night
Deposit
Series
The right safety equipment for retail 
businesses. Leave the safety concerns 
at our hands while you tackle the more 
enterprising matter. The Night Deposit 
Series features a one way isolated pull 
out drawer that extends out of the safe so 
your employee could drop the cash into it 
without having access to the total daily 
business cash collection. As it is a one 
way trap drawer. The moment the money 
is drop into the trap. The only way to 
retrieve it is by unlocking the whole safe 
which the password is only known to you.

TS1 is the smallest in its range. Suitable 
for small businesses. It has an estimated 
storage space of RM10,000 in loose 
change.

TS2 is mid sized and it is suitable for some 
business owner who wishes perform their 
cash collection few days once as not all 
businesses are in the same location most 
of the time. It has an estimated storage 
space of RM20,000 in loose change.



Night Deposit
Series

TS1

Technical Specifications
External Dimension : 516 X 512 X 465
Internal Dimension : 248 X 369 X 278
Weight : 180 kg
Lock : KCL / KCL & KCL

MODEL



Night Deposit
Series

TS2

Technical Specifications
External Dimension : 789 X 480 X 504
Internal Dimension : 418 X 338 X 362
Weight : 280 kg
Lock : KCL & KCL

MODEL



Product Information


